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Section performance:  Pyramids_L5_M1 

Chord tones are usually the first choice for a melody, and in-between notes are often 
used to join them up.  

Here’s how the Pyramids melody develops. 

In Lesson One, the right hand plays only chord tones (BMP notes), using fingers 1, 3 
and 5. 

 
Pyramids_L5_M2  

  

In Lesson Three we added a melody note and changed the right hand fingering to 1, 2 
and 4, to leave finger 5 for the melody note in the following bar (except LH-over 
patterns and bars 13 and 14). 

 
(All four of these build-up examples are demonstrated in your L5_A2 download MIDI file.) 

In this lesson we are going to squeeze the note under the right hand third finger (RH3, 
arrowed) back into every other bar. (Note that you have to be using fingers 1, 2, and 4 
for this to work.) 

 
However, it’s difficult to play four equal quavers in the space of three, as shown in the 
music example directly above. So we keep the thumb (RH1) down for longer, and 
squash the other three notes together at the end of the bar. 
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The pattern of the developed melody 

If you look at the first four bars of this developed melody, you will see that the first bar 
is ‘fancy’ (it has the extra note), the next one is ‘plain’ (just like before), then fancy, 
then plain again. 

 
Pyramids_L5_M1  

  

This fancy – plain – fancy – plain pattern continues for most of this new developed-
melody version of Pyramids, as shown in the chord chart. 

 

1  3  5    

fancy plain fancy plain fancy plain (LH-over pattern) 

Am F G Em F Dm E E 
        

9  11  13 14   

fancy plain fancy plain fancy fancy (LH-over ending) 

Am F G Em F E Am Am 
 

Always be on the look-out for patterns like this. It's so much easier to learn just two 
things - a 'fancy' and a 'plain' - and 'get' the overall pattern, than to read every note as 
it comes along. 

If you understand the fancy/plain explanation, you can play most of the Pyramids 
developed-melody version using only this chord chart. Make sure you are using RH 
fingers 1, 2 and 4 for the BMP notes, and squeeze in the note under RH finger 3 in 
the ‘fancy’ bars. 

The developed melody in bars 13 and 14 

The only place the ‘squeezing the third finger back in’ technique won’t work is in bars 
13 and 14, where the melody falls instead of rising. 
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Here is the build-up for the Adding the Melody version, bars 13 through to the end. 

 
Pyramids_L5_M6 

  

First, swap the order of fingers 3 and 5 in bars 13 and 14. 

 
(All four of these build-up examples are demonstrated in your L5_M6 download MIDI file.) 

 

Then, make the thumb note longer and squeeze a fourth finger note in (arrowed). 

 
That explains all of the ‘fancy’ bars in the developed-melody chord chart. 

Finally, we add a little decoration to the melody right at the beginning. This little 
decoration is known as a ‘shake’. It’s made up of the first melody note and the note 
below it, and you literally ‘shake’ your wrist to play it.  

 
Pyramids_L5_M1  
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Now you have seen all of the developed-melody elements in the developed melody 
chord chart (above).  

The music for the developed melody version is on the next page but see if you can 
play a developed melody version just from these instructions. It doesn’t matter if your 
version is a little different from the written music. 

Or, try playing the developed-melody version from this lead sheet. You play as many 
of the six bottom-to-top BMP chord tones as will fit before you play the melody notes. 
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Playing a four-chord developed-melody version 

Section performance: Pyramids_L5_M10 
 

The next step is to play the developed melody over the four-chord base.  

It’s a good idea to ‘build up’ the steps to a complicated performance like this. Use this 
chord chart to help you. 
 

The first half of the chord sequence The ‘end of the first half’ 

fancy plain fancy plain fancy plain 7 8 

Am   F     G     Em   F     Dm  E* E*   

six rising four chord patterns LH over pattern 
 

The second half of the chord sequence End of the second half 

fancy plain fancy plain fancy fancy 15 16 

Am   F     G     Em   F     E*    Am Am 

six rising four chord patterns LH over pattern 
 

First, play just the Pyramids chord sequence (no melody) in twelve-eight, with four 
(LH, RH, LH, RH) BMP chords for each chord symbol (MS p.31). 
 

Pyramids_L4_M1 

 

Without stopping (if you can), repeat, playing the simple melody over the four-chord 
base. You have to use the sustain pedal to hold the roots and the melody notes. Try 
to ‘bring out the melody’ (p.34). 
 

Pyramids_L4_M6 
 

Then play the chord sequence again with the developed melody, squeezing the third 
and fourth fingers back into the BMP chords according to the plain/fancy pattern. 
 

Pyramids_L5_M4 
 

The written-out music for this developed melody four-chord performance is shown on 
the next two pages. The music is complicated. It is easier and more creative in the 
long run to build your performance from the non-manuscript instructions given here. 
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